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Who Were the

Anti-Imperialists and the

Expansionists of 1898

and 1899? A Chicago
Perspective
James A. Zimmerman
The author is a member of the history department in Tri-State

University, Angola, Indiana.

To AMERICAN HISTORIANS, the leading proponents of anti-

imperialism at the turn of the century were of an older
generation. Those who gave the anti-imperialist movement

"whatever strength and vitality. . . [it] had," Robert Beisner
writes in Twelve Against Empire, were in their sixties and
seventies. Such men, he maintained, were "unlikely to have
great power of persuasion over a nation just entering a brave
new century."' From comparisons of the ages of anti-imperialist

and imperialist leaders, E. Berkeley Tompkins and Ernest R.
May draw similar inferences. Tompkins characterizes the antiimperialists as "old gladiators," who, "while battle-wise, were
losing their stamina, and were being crowded out of the arena
by younger, more vigorous, and more militant men like Roosevelt and Lodge." May observed that many Americans probably
'Robert L. Beisner, Twelve Against Empire: The Anti-imperalists, 1898-1900 (New
York, 1968), xiii, 228.
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viewed the imperialists as "more vigorous and more
looking, as well as more in harmony with newer

abroad."2

In associating anti-imperialist leadership with old age and

conservatism, Beisner focused on twelve Mugwump or Republican anti-imperialists, who were the "most vocal in the speaking halls, most prolific in the public prints, and most energetic
in the anti-imperialist leagues." Tompkins, on the other hand,

compared the fifty-two officers of the New England AntiImperialist League, "the dominant force in American antiimperialism," with five "leading advocates and publicists of

imperialism."3 Using a sample from the nation's foreign policy
"opinion leadership" or "establishment," May contrasted eight
anti-imperialists with ten imperialists.4

The premise of this article is that these samples do not
represent the full range of leaders. A study5 of public attitudes

in Chicago reveals that individuals of many different backgrounds engaged in the debate on expansion. Politicians, for

example, discussed expansion at picnics and neighborhood

rallies. University of Chicago professors presented contrasting

opinions to students attending chapel sessions and spoke in
other forums as well. Monday sermon columns revealed that
many clergymen addressed congregations on expansion. Pub-

lishers printed the interviews of prominent citizens; social and

professional clubs heard speakers; and citizens formed antiimperialist organizations. Thus, crucial to understanding who
were the turn-of-the-century expansionists and anti-imperialists is an analysis of the backgrounds of these opinion leaders.
In identifying Chicago's opinion leaders, I surveyed Chicago's Tribune, Inter Ocean, Daily News, Chronicle, Times-Herald,
Record, and Journal. "Opinion leaders" are those, as revealed in
newspaper reports, to whom others went for expressions of
opinion on expansion and those who sought to influence public
2E. Berkeley Tompkins, Anti-Imperialism in the United States: The Great Debate, 1890-

1920 (Philadelphia, 1970), 158-159; Ernest R. May, American Imperialism: A Speculative Essay (New York, 1968), 198.
'Beisner, Twelve Against Empire, xiii; Tompkins, Anti-Imperialism in the United States,
140, 158.
4May, American Imperialism, 198.

'James Allen Zimmerman, "Chicago and the Imperial Question: A Study in Public
Attitudes toward National Expansion, 1897-1900" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Illinois, Urbana, 1972).
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opinion by such activities as participating in the planning of
public meetings, delivering sermons, proposing resolutions,
and holding offices in anti-imperialist organizations. These
newspapers had, in 1899, a combined circulation of 1,175,765;
their editorial policies represented a wide range of views on
expansion issues.6
The survey began with reactions to the American naval
victory of May 1, 1898, in Manila Harbor. That event stimulated a debate on the disposition of Spain's colonies. Antiexpansionists protested the annexation of the Philippine Islands, arguing that it constituted the adoption of an imperialist
policy. The controversy between anti-imperialists and expansionists accelerated in the summer and fall of 1898, focusing in
January 1899 on the question of ratifying the Treaty of Paris.
Though differing on the nature of imperialism and on how to
prevent the United States from adopting a policy of imperialism, anti-imperialists agreed that some provision for Philippine
self-determination must emerge from the ratification proceedings.

After war erupted between the Philippine Islands and the
United States on February 4, 1899, a significant change occurred in the anti-imperialists' position. Now they opposed war

as well "imperialism." For example, in February, Senator

William E. Mason declared that the killing of Filipinos by
Americans was murder, and in March, Professor George
Herron of Iowa's Grinnell College labeled the United States a

"perjured nation" because of its use of the military to subjugate
the Filipinos.7 Such antiwar feelings led to the Liberty Meeting
of April 30, a mass public rally in opposition to the Philippine-

American War and imperialism. Expansionists, in the meantime, countered the "antis" with a Loyalty Meeting on May 7.
To allow for the impact of such an event as the Philippine-

American War on public opinion, I have compared the antiimperialist and expansionist leaders of two periods: those

6Circulation statistics are derived from N. W. Ayer and Sons, American Newspaper
Annual (Philadelphia, 1899) and are based on publisher's reports. For editorial policies
and imperialism, see Richard Anthony Matri, "The Chicago Press and Imperialism,
1889-1902" (Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University, 1961), passim.
7For Mason's remark, see the Cong. Rec., 55 Cong., 3 sess. (1899), 1742; for Herron's
statement, which he made in a guest sermon at Chicago's People's Church, see the
Tribune and the Inter Ocean, March 24, 1899, and Farmers Voice, April 1, 1899.
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identified in newspaper reports from May 1, 1898, to Feb
4, 1899, hereafter labeled the anti-imperialists of 1898 and

expansionists of 1898; and those identified in reports

February 4, 1899, to the end of May 1899, hereafter refer

to as the anti-imperialists of 1899 and the expansionis
1899. The comparisons are based on a total of 227 leade

these, I obtained biographical data on 21 of 25 anti-imperi

in 1898, 47 of 53 expansionists in 1898, 76 of 88 a
imperialists in 1899, and 84 of 93 expansionists in 1

Eighteen of the expansionists in 1898 appeared as expan
ists in 1899, none as anti-imperialists. Seven of the 21
imperialists in 1898 appeared as anti-imperialists in 189

three appeared as supporters of the Philippine-American W

An examination of the biographical sketches of Chic
opinion leaders has led me to conclude that the anti-imp

ists in Chicago,9 unlike those identified by Beisner, Tomp
and May, were not of an older generation than the expans

ists. While Chicago leaders on both sides of the deba

expansion were mainly in their forties and fifties, the
imperialists were younger than the expansionists. The ave

age of the anti-imperialists was 49 in both 1898 and 1
compared to the expansionists' 53 in 1898 and 51 in 1899
median age of the anti-imperialists in 1898 was 48 and in
was 46; the expansionists' median age was 51 in both 189
1899. Age ranges were approximately the same, 28 to 7
the anti-imperialists and 28 to 75 for the expansionists.

Some might argue that if I ranked the Chicago op
leaders on the basis of their relative influence on p
opinion, then, as Beisner, Tompkins, and May have

cluded, those anti-imperialists with greatest influence
have been older than the leading expansionists. To tes

'Information could not be obtained for twelve anti-imperialists and fifte
pansionists. The best guides were the Dictionary of American Biography, eds
Johnson and Dumas Malone (20 vols., and two supplementary vols. New York
1958); and the Book of Chicagoans, ed. John W. Leonard (Chicago, 1905). Also co
were about twenty biographical dictionaries, as well as guidebooks which co
sections devoted to biographical sketches, available at the University of Illinois
Urbana; the Illinois Historical Survey, Urbana; and the Chicago Public Libra
addition, some data were gathered from newspapers and manuscript collectio

reference section of the Chicago Public Library has a card index of prom

Chicagoans, which facilitated the search for biographical information.
'As used herein, the term "Chicago" means the entire metropolitan area, i.e., t
of Chicago and its suburbs.
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hypothetical argument, I selected ten anti-imperialists and ten
expansionists in Chicago whose statements and activities con-

cerning expansion appeared most frequently in the newspapers. In comparing the ages of those in this group, presumably Chicago's "leading" anti-imperialists and expansionists, I found, as in the larger group of leaders, that the antiimperialists were younger than the expansionists. The average

age of these anti-imperialists was 49 compared to 55 for the
expansionists. Seven of the ten anti-imperialists were under
fifty, while only three of the ten expansionists were. And just
one of Chicago's anti-imperialists was over sixty.

That expansionists were older than the anti-imperialists
suggests that the expansionists may have had more of a stake in
Chicago's development, an inference supported by the opinion

leaders' comparative years of residence in Chicago. The average years of residence for the expansionists in 1898 was 29,
with a median of 29; the average and median of the expansion-

ists in 1899 was 26. This length of residence was nearly the

same as that for the officers and directors of the Union League

Club, a prominent "membership by invitation only" social
organization."0 Based on information obtained for 12 of the
organization's 14 officers and directors in 1899, the average
years of residence for the Union League group were 27 and
the median were 28. The anti-imperialists, on the other hand,

averaged 19 years of residence in 1898 and 23 in 1899, with
medians of 18 in 1898 and 21 in 1899.

In addition to being younger and newer residents,

Chicago anti-imperialists were of a lower social status th
were the expansionists. The Chicago Social Register listed
percent of the expansionists of 1898 and 43 percent of t
expansionists of 1899; the corresponding percentages for
anti-imperialists are 33 in 1898 and 30 in 1899." Forty-f
percent of the expansionists in 1898 and 52 percent of t
expansionists in 1899 were members of the Union Lea

Club. By comparison, the proportion of anti-imperialists wit
memberships in the Union League was 38 percent in 1898

"ONames of Union League Club officers can be found in The Chicago Blue Bo

(Chicago, 1899); for a history of the Union League Club, see Bruce Grant, Fight Fo
City: The Story of the Union League Club of Chicago and Its Times, 1880-1955 (Chi
1955).
"Chicago Social Register (Chicago, 1899).
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20 percent in 1899. A further indication of the comp
social prominence of the opinion leaders is that 43 pe
the expansionists in 1898 and 31 percent of the expan
in 1899 belonged to one or more of Chicago's most pr
"membership by invitation only" social organizations, th
cago Club, Illinois Club, and Commercial Club.'2 Of th
imperialists, on the other hand, only 10 percent in 1898

percent in 1899 were members of one or more of

organizations.

The place of birth of the opinion leaders in 1898 al
gests that, in comparison to the anti-imperialists, exp
ists were older, more established Chicagoans. For ex
though 34 percent of Chicago's population as revealed
census of 1900 was foreign-born, only 9 percent of
pansionists in 1898, as compared to 43 percent of th
imperialists in 1898, were of foreign birth."3

In 1899, however, only 11 percent of the anti-impe
were foreign-born compared to 17 percent of the exp
ists. Thus, as regards the ratio of foreign-born lead
Philippine-American War apparently was a factor in
the composition of the anti-imperialist leadership. T
opponents of imperialism, the foreign-born were reluct

oppose the war once it had begun. This is, perha

understandable response of an immigrant in a situation
the demand on a citizen to be loyal to national policy is

An example of a foreign-born anti-imperialist who,

supported war in the Philippines is Rabbi Emil H

Though personally opposed to military actions, Hirs

lieved it was the citizen's duty to support his nation's m
policies. As he put it bluntly on April 27, 1898, to a G

American audience, one reluctant to support war in
"Keep your mouths closed, draw your swords and go
do your duty for your country."'5
"For data on club memberships, see The Chicago Blue Book (1899).

'3U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Twelfth Census of the United States: Population (W

D.C., 1902), II, 314.
"'Hirsch came to the United States in 1866 at age fifteen, and from 1872 through
1876 he studied in Germany. Dictionary of American Biography, IX, 67-68.
"Chronicle, April 28, 1898; see also the editorial by Hirsch in the Reform Advocate,
April 30, 1898, pp. 175-176. For Hirsch's views on the Philippine-American War, see
"Let Us Uphold the President," Reform Advocate, May 6, 1899.
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Concerning the American-born, their place of birth reveals
that nearly all of Chicago's leaders, not just the foreign-born,

had roots elsewhere. Having increased its population fiftyseven times between 1850 and 1900,16 a fifty-year period which

approximates the leaders' average age, Chicago had relatively
few native residents from whom to draw leaders. Only 4 of

the 200 opinion leaders were natives of Chicago. Of the

remainder, excluding the foreign-born, 50 percent of the
expansionists in 1898 and 35 percent of the expansionists in
1899 were born in the East, that is, the New England and
Middle Atlantic states; 37 percent of the expansionists in 1898
and 41 percent in 1899 were born in the Old Northwest, that is,

in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, or Illinois; and 4
percent of the expansionists in 1898 and 6 percent of the

expansionists in 1899 came to Chicago from states in the South
or the trans-Mississippi West. On the anti-imperialist side, 43

percent in 1898 and 45 percent in 1899 were born in either
New England or the Middle Atlantic states; 10 percent in 1898
and 29 percent in 1899 were born in the Old Northwest; and 4
percent in 1898 and 15 percent in 1899 came from elsewhere

in the United States. This distribution of birthplaces of the
American-born leaders indicates that Chicago drew heavily for
opinion leadership on individuals who matured elsewhere.

In rounding out the profiles of Chicago's anti-imperialists
and expansionists, I examined the opinion leaders' religious,
political, educational, and occupational backgrounds. These
factors, in particular religious and political affiliations, demonstrate more diversity in the anti-imperialist leadership than in

the expansionist leadership.
Religious affiliation could be determined for 25 of the 47
expansionists of 1898, 49 of the 84 expansionists of 1899, 10 of

of the 21 anti-imperialists of 1898, and 35 of the 76 anti-

imperialists of 1899. Of these, all the expansionists in 1898 and
94 percent of those in 1899 were Protestant; 70 percent of the

anti-imperialists in 1898 and 71 percent of those in 1899

were Protestant. With regard to denominational affiliations,
expansionists had a higher ratio of evangelical or orthodox

" The Illinois Fact Book and Historical Almanac, 1673-1968, ed., John Clayton (Carbon-

dale, Illinois, 1970), 39.
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Protestants than did the anti-imperialists. The portion of
odists and Presbyterians in the leadership of the expansio
of 1899, for example, was 61 percent compared to 35 perc
the anti-imperialist leadership. Anti-imperialists, on the o
hand, had more affiliates of liberal or independent denom

tions than did the expansionists. Numbered among the
imperialists of 1899 were 4 Unitarians, 3 members of
Society for Ethical Culture, 1 member of the Church o

Thought, 1 "reform" Congregationalist, 1 Universalist, 1
sectarian, and 1 characterized as belonging to the "Relig

Social Service." There was, however, just 1 Unitarian
Universalist among the expansionists in 1899. Anti-im

ists, moreover, probably included a higher ratio of nonbe

and religious independents than did the expansionists,

religious affiliation could be determined for 46 percent o
anti-imperialists of 1898 and 1899 compared to 56 perc

the expansionists of 1898 and 1899.

In politics, party affiliation could be determined for 43
47 expansionists of 1898, 64 of the 84 expansionists of 18

of the 21 anti-imperialists of 1898, and 45 of the 76

imperialists of 1899. Of these, 88 percent of the expansio

in 1898 and 81 percent of the expansionists in 1899
Republicans; the remainder were Democrats. Of the

imperialists in 1898, 50 percent were Republicans, 31 p

Democratic, 13 percent independent, and 6 percent

members of third political parties. In 1899, the portion o
imperialist Democrats jumped to 56 percent; the percenta

anti-imperialist Republicans dropped to 28. It would ap
therefore, that the Philippine-American War elicited

partisan response than did the decision in 1898 to

Spanish territories.
Educational backgrounds do not distinguish the expan
ists from the anti-imperialists. Approximately half o

opinion leaders held bachelor degrees, the percenta

anti-imperialists with degrees being slightly less than th

the expansionists.
Occupationally, the leaders on both sides were prim

lawyers, businessmen, clergymen, and college professors.

yers constituted the single largest group, accounting
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percent of the expansionists in 1898, 37 percent of the expansionists in 1899, 29 percent of the anti-imperialists in 1898

and 34 percent of the anti-imperialists in 1899. The second
largest occupational group consisted of businessmen. In 1898,
40 percent of the expansionists and 38 percent of the anti-

imperialists were businessmen; in 1899, businessmen ac-

counted for 42 percent of the expansionists and 24 percent
of the anti-imperialists. The type of business activity these
leaders engaged in does not distinguish the expansionists from
the anti-imperialists, there being approximately the same percentages of manufacturers, executives, merchants, real estate
brokers, and publishers on both sides.
Clergymen, considerably fewer in numbers than lawyers and
businessmen, constituted the third largest occupational group.

Thirteen percent of the expansionists in 1898 and in 1899

were clergymen, as were 19 percent of the anti-imperialists in

1898 and 8 percent of those in 1899. College professors,

numbering almost the same as the clergymen, accounted for 6

percent of the expansionists in 1898 and 4 percent of the
expansionists in 1899. On the other hand, 9 percent of the

anti-imperialists in 1898 and 21 percent of those in 1899 were

professors. This large increase in the percentage of anti-

imperialist professors in 1899 need not suggest, however, that
college campuses were bastions of antiwar activity. Events, as

portrayed in newspapers, indicate that Chicago campuses

exhibited support for as well as opposition to the war in the
Philippines. Still, in terms of leadership, the campuses contributed more to the antiwar movement than to support of the

Philippine-American War.
Closer analysis of occupational patterns reveals greater di-

versity among the anti-imperialists than the expansionists. The

anti-imperialists of 1898 included Louis Freeland Post, then

the editor of The Public, and George Schilling, a cooper and the
sole trade-union official among the opinion leaders on either
side of the debate on expansion. In 1899, the anti-imperialists

included a university president, a social worker, an artist, a
literary magazine editor, a physician, a writer and literary

critic, and a musician. All of the expansionists in 1898, on the
other hand, were lawyers, businessmen, Protestant clergymen,
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or college professors. The expansionists in 1899 inclu

university president, a dentist, a physician, and a public

superintendent.
In summary, the typical opinion leader was an Ame
born Protestant in his forties or fifties. He was a la

businessman, professor, or clergyman, one likely to hav
known by many Chicagoans. The Civic Federation, th

cratic and Republican parties, the Methodists and Pr

terians, and the "membership by invitation only" organ
were well represented on both sides of the expansion

versy. Expansionism, in other words, produced com
leadership groups which were composed of individua

had much in common.

Despite these similarities, however, the profiles reveal sign
ficant differences in the leaderships. The anti-imperialists
1898 and 1899 were younger, less socially prominent, and
newer residents of Chicago than were the expansionists o
1898 and 1899. The anti-imperialists numbered more religio
and political independents than the expansionists. Fewer an
imperialists than expansionists were affiliated with the Meth
odist and Presbyterian churches; fewer were Republicans.

the aggregate, these differences imply that the anti-imperialis

were of a slightly younger and less conservative generatio
than the expansionists.

In addition, the anti-imperialists were more identifiable wi
reform than were the expansionists." In biographical sketches

and newspaper reports of the debate on expansion, for ex

ample, the anti-imperialists were identified as the "reformer

or as members of reform groups. Indeed, such prominen

reformers as social workers Jane Addams and Graham Taylor
clergymen Jenkin Lloyd Jones and Emil Hirsch, businessm

17Beisner and Tompkins link reformism and anti-imperialism, but neither notes th
reformism is an element distinguishing anti-imperialists from imperialists. To Beisn

the aging "mugwumps" who "spearheaded" the anti-imperialist movement in 189
1900 also "touched off one of the most exacting and thorough examinations of t
basic principles of American government and society in our history." Their inte

Beisner writes, was to restore the United States to its preindustrial character. (Beisn
Twelve against Empire, xiii, xv, 5-17.) Tompkins notes that there was "hardly a sign
cant reform movement in the United States of the late nineteenth century in which so
officer [of the New England Anti-Imperalist League], and usually many of them, h
155.
not

been quite prominent ... ." Tompkins, Anti-Imperialism in the United State
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John J. Glessner and Francis B. Peabody, and editor Louis
Freeland Post were among the anti-imperialist leaders. That
orthodoxy was less characteristic of the Protestant clergymen

on the anti-imperialist side than it was of clergymen on the
expansionist side is another factor linking anti-imperialism
with reformism. Of the anti-imperialist clergymen in 1899, for

example, there were two Unitarians, the lecturer for the
Society for Ethical Culture, a Universalist, a "liberal Congrega-

tionalist," and a nonsectarian. Protestant clergymen on the
expansionist side in 1899, however, included four Methodists,
two Episcopalians, a Presbyterian, a Baptist, and a Congregationalist. Finally, the anti-imperialists showed a greater tendency to be concurrently involved in the debate on expansion
and reform activity than did the expansionists. Indicative of
this trend were the results of a survey of the participants in
four reform activities, including the founders of an organization to expose corrupt aldermen," the members of a committee promoting fair election procedures, the signers of a
letter sent by the Civil Service Reform Association to President
William McKinley, and the officers of the Civic Federation."9
Among the participants in these activities were 52 percent of

the anti-imperialists of 1898 and 45 percent of the anti-

imperialists of 1899, compared to 30 percent of the expansion-

ists of 1898 and 33 percent of the expansionists of 1899.
In demonstrating a link between anti-imperialism and re-

formism, the Chicago profiles imply that desire to concentrate
on improving the domestic condition motivated anti-imperial-

ists to oppose expansion abroad. To the Liberty Meeting

audience, lawyer Sigmund Zeisler identified the anti-imperialists as those bringing "their best efforts to the cultivation of the
arts of peace, to the pursuit of civic virtues, to the successful

solution of the problem of popular government," and those
who would have the nation "continue to build upon the noble
foundation laid by the great architects of our republic."20

To the same audience, Bishop James Lancaster Spalding, a
"sThis was the Anti-Boodle League. The term "boodle" meant public plunder by

elected officials.

19Times-Herald, Dec. 10, 1898, Feb. 9, May 27, and July 6, 1899.
20Central Anti-Imperialist League, "The Chicago Liberty Meeting...," Liberty Tract,

No. 1 (Chicago, 1899), 29-30.
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reform-minded Catholic prelate from Peoria, Illinois, asse

that America's "true work lies... [within] and not tho
of miles away." Its task, he said, was "to show that p

government on a vast scale is compatible with the best cu

the purest religion, the highest justice, and that it can

manently endure." It was a task worthy of great effort o

part of Americans, Spalding said, for "in the success o
experiment which we are making the hopes of all nob

generous souls for a higher life of mankind are centered.
fail, the world fails; if we succeed, we shall do more fo

good of all men than if we conquered all the island
continents."2 For the "antis," the perfecting of America

before expansion; and if expansion did come, it would
from emulation, not imposition.
Turn-of-the-century expansionists, on the other hand,

ed to implant the American civilization abroad, not m
create a society for others to emulate. As wholesaler Fr
MacVeagh commented in October 1898 to a Chicago aud
one that included President McKinley, some were "cont
illustrate for mankind the evolution of a commercial and

industrial nation." But, he asked rhetorically, "Ought w
make our power beneficent, and not merely make it gr
Ought we not to aspire to leadership in behalf of the

things we believe in and the great ideas we stand for?"22 As

expansion involved maintaining the status quo by mak
people abroad accept American institutions. It was a con
tive policy urged in Chicago by men with conservative
grounds.
In conclusion, the Chicago profiles indicate that expansion
did not pit aging, backward-looking anti-imperialists against
young, forward-looking imperialists at all levels of leadership.
What Chicago's anti-imperialists had in common with the antiimperialists in the Beisner and Tompkins samples was involve-

ment in reform activity, not old age and conservatism. Chi21"bid., 47; for Spalding, see John Tracy Ellis, John Lancaster Spalding; First Bishop of

Peoria, American Educator (Milwaukee, 1961); David Francis Sweeney, The Life of John
Lancaster Spalding, First Bishop of Peoria, 1840-1916 (New York, 1965).

22As quoted in the Tribune and the Chronicle, Oct. 20, 1898 (emphasis added).
In 1909, MacVeagh became Secretary of the Treasury in the William Howard Taft

administration.
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cago's anti-imperialists were not, in the main, Mugwump types

motivated to restore preindustrial America. In Chicago the

anti-imperialist movement numbered liberal churchmen, civicminded businessmen, tariff reformers, settlement-house workers, independents, labor attorneys, Socialists, and city reform-

ers. They shared a sense of frustration with a nation being
distracted by imperialism at a time when, in their view, the

domestic condition demanded first consideration.

Chicago's opinion leaders represented a large population,
the second largest urban population in the United States an
the sixth largest in the world. Moreover, in their preadul
backgrounds, they reflected the influences of much of th
United States since the typical leader came to Chicago in hi

twenties after maturing elsewhere. Thus, as indicators of who

were the expansionists and the anti-imperialists in 1898 an

1899, the Chicago profiles are significant. Still, much needs to

be learned about turn-of-the-century opinion leaders else-

where before we have satisfactory profiles of the anti

imperialists and expansionists and a clear understanding of the
link between reformism and anti-imperialism.
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